
 

 

MSG’s History of Value-Creating 

Splits Bodes Well 
By Crystal Kim & Drew Singer / Bloomberg News 

April 9, 2020 – Madison Square Garden Co.’s combined financials are likely to take a near-term hit due to the ban on 
large public gatherings and the suspension of the NBA season, but its history of value-creating splits bodes well for the 
coming spin off of its entertainment business from its sports team franchise over the longer-term, analysts said. The 
split -- its fourth in a decade -- will create Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corp., retaining the Garden as well as 
the Las Vegas Sphere. The leftover business will be renamed Madison Square Garden Sports Corp., the first publicly 
listed company of its kind with a portfolio of high-value teams including the New York Knicks and the New York 
Rangers. 

 

TIMING 

• April 9: Expected start of when-issued trading in Madison Square Garden Sports under symbol MSGS WI, 
Madison Square Garden Entertainment under symbol MSGE WI 

• April 13: Record date for MSG holders to receive MSGE shares 

• April 17: Expected distribution date 

• April 20: Expected start of regular-way trading in MSG Entertainment under symbol MSGE, MSG Sports under 
symbol MSGS 

EXCHANGE RATIO 

• One share of Madison Square Garden Spinco for every MSG Class A or Class B share held on the April 13 record 
date 

• Fraction shares of common stock will not be distributed 
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SPINCO DETAILS 

• 19,461,991 of A shares and 4,529,517 B shares to be distributed 

• MSGE will own the entertainment business and sports booking business currently owned and operated by MSG 

• Venues include the Garden, Hulu Theater at Madison Square Garden, Radio City Music Hall, the Beacon 
Theatre, the Forum and the Chicago Theatre 

• Will also hold a majority interest in Tao Group Hospitality and Boston Calling Events, which produces the 
Boston Calling Music Festival 

o Coronavirus impact: All scheduled events are postponed or canceled through April as a result of 
government-mandated assembly limitations; Tao Hospitality venues closed 

• MSGE will also own the under-construction MSG Sphere in Las Vegas, which was temporarily suspended due to 
the pandemic; opening has been delayed to 2021 with an estimated cost of $1.7 billion 

o Will likely need additional capital with no assurance to obtain 

• Has approximately $1.2 billion in cash 

• James Dolan to serve as executive chairman and CEO of MSG Entertainment, executive chairman of MSG Sports 

• Andy Lustgarten to be president of MSG Entertainment as well as president and CEO of MSG Sports 

• 10 board directors with overlap, nine serving as directors of MSG Networks, and seven of AMC Networks 

 

ANALYST COMMENTARY 

• MSG’s hiring of industry veteran Jennifer Vogt, a former executive at Walt Disney Co., signalled 
“management’s efforts to ensure the successful launch of MSG Sphere in 2021, which will potentially boost 
the top line of MSGE,” analysts at The Edge Consulting Group wrote in a note to clients. 

o “MSGS will be an ever-increasing valuation story with its trophy assets in play, particularly due to the 
brand value and limited supply of sports teams” 

• Spinoff “a clear signal of confidence that there is significant embedded value within the franchise, particularly 
during unprecedented volatility and uncertainty for the live industry,” Jefferies analyst Khoa Ngo wrote in a 
report 

• LA Forum sale to Steve Ballmer for $400 million in cash “allows MSG to exit what could have been a very 
competitive market, once the planned Clippers stadium is erected (expected in 2024) one mile away,” 
Oppenheimer analyst Ian Zaffino wrote in a report 

 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY 

• “While our industry is currently going through a difficult period, we are confident in the enduring strength and 
value of our businesses. Today’s approved spinoff is the result of many months of preparation, and we believe 
it will set the stage for long-term success for both MSG Sports and MSG Entertainment,” MSG chairman and 
CEO Dolan said in a March 31 press release 

• “As a standalone entity, the sports company will be well-positioned to maintain its strong and steady financial 
performance, driven by our Knicks and Rangers franchises, and to deliver exceptional value for our 
shareholders,” MSG president Lustgarten said in a March 6 press release 
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PRE-SPIN DATA 

• Shares down about 12% since MSG announced plans for the spinoff in June 2018 

• Market value $5.6 billion 

• 10 buys, one hold, no sells, average PT $339: Bloomberg data 

• Short interest 6.6% of float, 2.5 days to cover: S3 Partners 

• Bloomberg US Spin-Off Index (BNSPIN) down 42% YTD vs S&P 500 -16% 

 

 

To contact the reporters on this story: 
Crystal Kim in New York at ckim426@bloomberg.net 
Drew Singer in New York at dsinger28@bloomberg.net;  
 
To contact the editors responsible for this story: 
Courtney Dentch at cdentch1@bloomberg.net;  
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